
 
Falling Creek Camp Border Blessing: March 28th, 2020  

Scavenger Hunt and Prayer Walk 
 
Begin at the Dining Hall and start walking up to the Overlook. 
Along the way, 
____ find a leaf with spiky edges 
____ find a leaf with smooth edges 
____ find a leaf with scalloped edges  
(you don’t need to pick the leaves, but you can touch the edges and feel how different they are!) 
 
At the Overlook, 
____ spot a cloud that looks like something  
____ find an acorn or a pinecone (bonus points for spotting the tree they fell from!) 
____ while looking out at the view, say a prayer for the natural beauty of this mountain and all 
the people that will get to enjoy it this summer  
 
Begin walking to the Barn 
____ find a pine tree (what do the needles smell like?) 
____ find a sparkly rock 
____ spot a bug 
____ at the barn, say a prayer for all the animals at camp and their part in the Falling Creek 
community this summer. 
 
Walk down to the lower lake and towards the Campfire area  
____ don’t talk for 60 seconds and count how many bird calls you hear  
____ spot a creature that lives in the lake (is it a fish? A turtle? A frog?) 
____ At the campfire area, say a prayer for our time spent in that area this summer, and that the 
church and campfire skits and messages will reflect our FCC Code. Pray that our time spent 
there will enrich the camp community.  
 
Walk across Bain Bridge and towards Morning Watch 
____ find a rough object 
____ find a smooth object  
____ count the benches at Morning Watch  
____ Look at the cabins behind Morning Watch, and say a prayer for all who will inhabit these 
cabins this summer, that their time here will be positive and meaningful.  
 
Head past the Dining Hall and get ready for lunch in the Gym at 1pm!  
 


